If you like…

you might like ...
The Midnight Assassin by Skip Hollandsworth (364.15 HOL)
The Lost Girls by John Glatt (BIOG LOST)
The truly amazing story of Amanda Berry, Gina DeJesus and Michelle Knight, who were
kidnapped, imprisoned, and repeatedly raped and beaten in a Cleveland house for over a
decade by Ariel Castro, and their amazing escape in May 2013, which made headlines all over
the world.

The Wicked Boy by Kate Summerscale (364.15 SUM)
When a pair of preadolescent boys are implicated in the murder of their mother during the
summer of 1895, the older is convicted and sent to the country's most infamous criminal
lunatic asylum, where he embarks on a shocking new life that raises questions about period
education, pulp fiction, criminality and mental illness.

Master Thieves by Stephen A. Kurkjian (364.16 KUR)

The Rising by Ryan D'Agostino (364.152 DAG)
Filthy Rich by James Patterson (BIOG EPSTEIN, J.)
Jeffrey Epstein rose from humble origins to the rarefied heights of New York City's financial elite.
Epstein amassed his wealth through a combination of access and skill. But even after he had it all,
Epstein wanted more. And that unceasing desire--especially a taste for young girls--resulted in his
stunning fall from grace. From Epstein himself, to the girls he employed as masseuses at his
home, to the cops investigating the appalling charges against him.

The Jolly Roger Social Club by Nick Foster (364.152 FOS)
After murdering the Brown family, William Holbert converted their home into a club, naming it The
Jolly Roger Social Club and using it to attract new victims, whose wealth he acquired through
complicated financial scams. The tightly knit community accepted Holbert and tolerated his wild
and dangerous ways for several years -- until they began to notice who went missing. Arrested in
2010, Holbert explains how he ripped off and killed his victims in a disturbing historical tale of
paradise lost that's perfect for true crime buffs too.

While the City Slept by Eli Sanders (364.152 SAN)
Pablo Escobar, My Father by Sebastián Marroquín (BIOG ESCOBAR, P.)
A Good Month for Murder by Wilber Del Quentin (363.25 WIL)

The Axeman of New Orleans by Miriam C Davis (364.152 DAV)
A look at the 1910-1919 New Orleans murders committed by the Axeman, the surrounding trial of
later-exonerated Iorlando and Frank Jordano, and the likelihood that the Axeman continued to
murder after he left New Orleans.

No Regrets by Ann Rule (364.1523 RUL)
Collects true crime stories about sociopaths who kill ruthlessly, including the tale of a sea captain
who is tricked into marriage and cheated out of his fortune by the mother of his illegitimate
children before being murdered by her and her brother.
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